
Rightful Heir
of the America's

Letter of Demand

Be it known that all resources of every nature owed to the Heir of the Americas shall be 
forth-with deliniated and paid either in kind or other suitable and agreed to method from 
1755 to date.   Each resource and its estimated value in precious metals shall be submitted 
to the responsible parties, for which they know they owe, and shall make arrangements 
with  the  exchecker to  submit  their  payments  and avoid  further action.  Corporations 
masquerading as governments are equally responsible for stolen resources and continued 
coersion, fraud and deceit, this shall end!

Location of Payment shall be set forth by the relatives and people in the care of the Heir.

Natural  and Clan Mother Laws strictly  enforced by the relatives  and Knights  of  the 
Rightful  Heir  of  the  Americas.  Council  of  Elders  shall  determine  when  and  if  the 
responsible parties have sufficiently returned what was available to them, as much as is 
now possible without physical injury to themselves or others.

1. All land and its resources are wrongfully and illegally held by the Crown Corporation 
which  does  not  really  exist,  and  as  such  is  fraudulent  to  the  core,  including  its 
enforcement  agencies;  2.  All  land and resources  suppossedly  belonging to  the  Roman 
Catholic Church [ the Vatican] are hereby forfeit for crimes against humanity including 
murder  of  children,  and  hundreds  of  years  of  physical,  mental,  emotional  and 
environmental abuse. 3. Since this region is a landmass [continent] Admiralty Court does 
not apply to any commercial ventures, thus have no basis in reality; and no authority of 
any kind or character aganst anyone, whether a natural person or an association of many 
persons.  4.  Authority is  not  derived from Corporations as  they have no police  power 
beyond the building in which it is housed; No Corporation pretending to be a government 
can nor ever shall be a sovereign power, only the real living people can be sovereign, and 
since they were all born Sovereign, and were not slaves, are not now. 5. All roads belong to 
the people just as do the rivers and trails,  one cannot prevent travel thereon without 
breaking  even  more  human rights;  6.  All  resources  stolen  will  be  confiscated  by  the 
parties affected, piracy by the corporate fake government shall be stopped.




